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1: Books For CBSE 12th Physics, Chemistry, Maths, Biology
Modern's abc of Chemistry Class - 12 (Part 1 & 2) (With CD) is a comprehensive book for students of standard XII
appearing for different entrance exams like AIEEE, IIT's and PMT.

Biology A complexity to pick between the books from various publications makes you freeze. Furthermore,
what happens when your companion lets you know that you have purchased a useless book any of Physics,
Chemistry, Maths and Biology. This takes all your trust away from the book in which you have contributed a
considerable amount of cash. Yet, those books advantages them, as they can offer them in higher expenses to
the next 12thies. So, i have divided the students into four categories as far as books they purchase. So, which
is the best among them? You are not quite the same as every other student, as you probably know that the
research before purchasing a book is an essential step. Purchasing a book with good research will definitely
give you an awesome support. Please Note No book is written worthless to read, each book is planned and
arranged for best preparation perspective. So, nobody can judge which book is best. You should simply read it
strict to the syllabus. What will you find in this article? In this article, I will propose you the best reference
books for CBSE 12th Class of subjects Physics, Chemistry, Maths and Biology with some positive and
negative points for every book. Also, you can follow the direct buy link to buy the books online. Picking a
right book is the initial move towards awesome learning â€” neer I have separated the books for every subjects
as per the time you are left with for the preparations, keep in mind to purchase last 3 and 1 month books to
accomplish magnificent percentage. Toward the starting i have collected those books which you should
purchase at the earliest time of the 12th class. Also, if you turn out the previous board papers of physics then
you will see a lot of questions has directly appeared from NCERT book. Now one must look for the ncert
solutions which is provided by NCERT solutions by Arihant, this book provides all the solutions to the
questions present in NCERT book whether they are in-text or the exercise one. Physics 12th Why To Buy? It
is not necessary to buy this book, but if you want to score good marks then do not let this book go. By this
book you will be already covering a number of questions that have a good chance to come in the board exams.
You must know that no question in board exam will fall out of the syllabus, so reading and learning NCERT
questions and answers should be your first step and this is the best reason i can give you. You can carry this
book wherever you want and this really helps while preparing for physics. Also, if you do not want to buy
Arihant publications book then you can opt for other books containing the solutions of NCERT book. In this
way you will be covering the chapters in the best way. You can prepare for competitive exams from this book
as well. At the end of each chapter and unit there is a vast number of questions with their solutions which have
appeared in previous board and some competitive exams, and this helps a lot while preparing for board or
some competitive exam. You will find some highlighted and colored text within each topic, this makes it even
more easier to retain important things. Why Not To Buy? The theory and explanation part is well written, but
not described to the roots, so if you have less grip in understanding physics then you will find difficulties in
understanding the topics as well, until you discuss the topics with your teachers. But, do not take this book in a
negative way. This book is really helpful when you study it by the beginning of 12th class. First of all, do not
buy this book when you are running out of time. Say if you have only 4 months then let this book go and opt
for some other book. By following the suggestion below. Give at least 1 to 2 hours a day and complete this
book in 4 to 5 months, so that you can get enough time to revise it and opt for other books too. Modern ABC
If you are comparing modern ABC with pradeep then please stop doing that, both the books are far apart from
each other, pradeep is more focused on board exams and less on the competitive point of view, and vice versa
in Modern ABC. Most of the students prepare for competitive exams with their board exams, and Modern
ABC is slightly more focused on competitive perspective, and hence this book is great go from competitive
point of view. Modern ABC helps even after the 12th class, each topic, definition and derivations in this book
are explained in a very efficient way, which really helps a lot. Book also contains important question and
answers for both board and competitive exams. As I mentioned above that, this book is specially designed for
the competitive exams preparations. So, if you are just focusing on getting good percentage in 12th class, then
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the content in this book is more than enough and will take almost 2 years to complete. What i mean to say is
that, this book has some extra topics which are absolutely out of syllabus and useless to study, when preparing
for board exams. You cannot take this book everywhere with you, and this creates a bit restrictions while you
are preparing. Well ABC will take a lot of time to complete, so you have to spend more than 3 hours a day to
complete this book on time. Also, do not buy this book when there is shortage of time, say you have only 3
months left for the exams. Also, keep maintaining side by side notes from ABC and put the page number on
your notes as well, this will help you to find the topics easily and save a lot of time. This book is well written
and has all the important stuff related to the board exam of physics, moreover, according to the users reviews
on amazon, this book is far better than S. See, I am not an anti S. L Arora, may be S. L Arora will benefit you
and suits you more than All in one physics, but just give this book a try during the last months of preparations
and you will see the results in your favour. Simply, everything written in this book is important. And if you
are not intelligent enough then go for this book. Xam Idea This is not so popular book in terms of physics, and
its selling rate is less as compared to other books. But like All in one physics this book is also very strictly
according to NCERT syllabus, and there is no extra content out of the syllabus. So, as the name suggested xam
idea, this book focuses on board exam and not on the competitive things. Book also contains a lot of questions
from previous years and from NCERT book as well, which really helps a lot in boosting the preparations. The
best thing about these last month books is that you can take them anywhere you want. Also, you do not have
to prepare notes while studying from these sort time books, as they are in themselves a big pile of notes. Last
Month Books â€” Physics If you have reached to the last month of the preparations and have completed all the
theories, derivations and notes, then it is the time to sum up all your hard work at one place. The last time
books play a vital role in boosting the percentage. This book covers the model questions from each chapter
and previous year questions as well, which can prove really very helpful to finish any chapter. Reading the
theory, or practicing the derivations of physics is not really enough, because in board exam you will find the
paper far different from your expectations, and this happens only in the case of physics. This book also
contains fast track revision notes at the end, which will help in finishing each chapter efficiently. But, before
buying this book let me clear you one thing that, you also practice the previous years questions as well, so that
there remains no page unturned at the end. Physics for Class 12th Best Books For CBSE 12th Chemistry
Preparing for chemistry is far different as compared to that of physics, and this subject needs some different
strategies and hence different books. Books which are best for physics does not necessarily mean that they are
going to be best for all the subjects. So, do not ever buy all the books of same publisher, these are not my
words but the words from the achievers in board exams. And not only chemistry, this must be your first target
to read out the NCERT book along with all the questions present in each chapter. And for chemistry I found
NCERT solutions by Arihant again as the best book to go with, the paper quality is not so in favour, but the
content in this book is really worth studying. And according to me, you should go for this book from the
beginning of the 12th class. Chemistry 12th Why to buy? Chemistry is much easier than physics, and you can
get much more marks in chemistry as compared to the physics. And if you look over some previous board
questions from chemistry, then you will find most of the questions have come directly from the NCERT book.
Keep this book always beside NCERT textbook, and whenever you face any question or problem in NCERT
book, then use the solved book to learn or practice the question, this will make you stronger for every chapter.
So you do not have to read the whole para again while revising. So, which one are you going to buy? Now you
must be thinking that Modern ABC will be a good choice but there are the same reviews for this book too. If
you are damn serious about the competitive exams after 12th class, then you must go for these books as they
can bring a great competitive exam stuff. These books has a lot extra content which is useless to study while
preparing for the board exams. So, think twice whether you are preparing for 12th only, or you are looking for
competitive exams. If you have decided to buy these books, then let me tell you how you should deal with
them. Your primary target should be to complete these books as soon as possible, and make it half of the year,
if possible. Whether you are preparing for 12th board or some competitive exam, first thing comes first and
that are your board exams. So try to wind up these books as soon as you can, so that you can give time to
revision as well. Best Books For Chemistry â€” last 4 Months of Preparations If you are preparing for
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chemistry from the starting of class 12th, then go for the books listed above, else, if you have less time and
you are not prepared with chemistry yet, then you do not have to worry, as there is still a lot of time in which
you can easily score more than 80 marks in chemistry. All In One Chemistry All in one chemistry is one of the
best books for the last months preparations, all the topics and questions given in this book are strictly
according to the CBSE guidance. Each and every topics are described in a very good manner. Over all, this
book is best to buy for the last months preparation. As i said before, the board question paper of chemistry is
always easy, as it seems hard while preparing for it. If you have bought this book at the beginning of 12th
class, then everything will go smooth for you. But, if you are buying this book before 3 â€” 4 months of the
board exams, then you have to invest more time while studying this book. Investing means 5 to 6 hours a day.
Also, try to complete this book in 3 months, so that you can get more time to practice sample and previous
years papers. You can trust this book, but let me tell you one thing clear, while preparing organic section from
this book keep NCERT textbook beside, as the organic section of this book is not well explained, but the
question and answer given at the end of each unit are very useful. So, for organic chemistry learn out the
important structures, definitions, and reasoning given in each chapter, and then go for the question and
answers from this book. Since, this book is lite and portable therefore, you can carry it anywhere. And below
is the list of best books for sample and previous year papers. But, there is a difference, the 15 sample papers
by arihant only offer sample papers, which means you will have to study the previous year papers separately.
2: Modern Publishers - MBD Group
This Mod ABC Plus of Chemistry Class- Set of 2 Books helps the students of class 12 to have a clear knowledge of a
scientific discipline involved with compounds composed of atoms, elements, and molecules, i.e. combinations of atoms:
their composition, structure, properties, behaviour and the changes they undergo a reaction with other compounds.

3: Class 12 Modern Abc Chemistry www.enganchecubano.com [Free Download!]
Shop for electronics, apparels & more using our Flipkart app Free shipping & COD. Modern's abc of Chemistry Class 12 (Part 1 and 2) 1st Edition: Buy Modern's abc of Chemistry Class - 12 (Part 1 and 2) 1st Edition by S. P. Jauhar at
Low Price in India | www.enganchecubano.com

4: Download Modern ABC Plus Of Chemistry Class 11 Part-I by Dr. S. P. Jauhar PDF Online
Is Modern ABC of Chemistry a good reference book for grade 12 board exams? Which book is best for class 12 biology,
ABC or Arihant? Which book is better for PCB's class 11 and 12, Pradeep or Dinesh?

5: Best Recommended Books for NEET AIIMS JIPMER Preparation
Modern ABC of Chemistry class 11 has ratings and 6 reviews: Board book.

6: STD Modern ABC of ChemistryFor class 11 chemistry, is Modern ABC better or more comprehensive? Which book is better for Class 12 - Pradeep's
Chemistry or Modern's ABC of Chemistry? Ask New Question.

7: Modern Abc Physics 12th Pdf - www.enganchecubano.com
Modern Abc Chemistry Guide Class 12 Students Shows abc me, things to do before high school with real life and teen
drama awaiting her after 8th grade graduation, cj has only a short time left to make the.
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8: Investigatory Projects Physics Class 12 Cbse PDF | Roshna c Mathew - www.enganchecubano.com
Are NCERT Books sufficient for NEET Exam? AIIMS AIR, Amulay Gets Candid and Share his views - Duration: Aim4
AIIMS/NEET , views.

9: NEET Reference Books - Full Details, Subject wise reference books
Buy Modern abc books for class 11 and 12 at lowest prices with free shipping. Find a large collection of modern abc
chemistry books, modern abc physics, modern abc biology and many more. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your
browser.
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